The Dominion is delivered to all sustainer and reader members of the Media Co-op.

City-based editors act as liaisons between local collectives and the national editorial collective.

Local collectives make decisions separately from the national editorial collective.

Half of all sustainer income from members in an area served by a local goes directly to the local collectives.

Each local elects a board representative.

Contributors are paid for selected work by the local and national editorial collectives.

The editorial collective produces the Dominion, and prioritizes the use of contributor funds.

The board makes decisions about the national (i.e. not local) budget, sets policy, and consults the membership on major questions.

Board members represent the interests of their member type, and those of the co-op as a whole.

Contributor members are those who have contributed two or more original articles or illustrations in the last year.

Editor members include co-op staff and local editors who contribute 10 hours or more per week.

Contributor Members
Contributor members are those who have contributed two or more original articles or illustrations in the last year.

Reader Members
Reader members pay a $15/year membership fee, and may be sustaining members or Dominion subscribers. Most of the co-op’s budget comes from readers.

The Dominion is delivered to all sustainer and reader members of the Media Co-op.